ABSTRACT: We present a simple but efficient route to prepare a highly anisotropic conductive plastic thin film from the polypropylene/(styrene-ethylene/butadiene-styrene) triblock copolymer/graphene blend via shear-induced self-assembly. Under the shear-flow induction, GE nanosheets dispersed in the polymer matrix can spontaneously assemble into ordered parallel stripes, which endow the materials significantly conductive anisotropy. The electrical resistivity in the direction parallel to the graphene stripes is almost four orders of magnitude lower than that which is perpendicular to the stripes. This study provides a new method for the precise control of the organization of functional nano-objects in polymer matrix, which can be widely extended to the fabrication of other multifunctional anisotropic materials of interest in various fields.
can spontaneously aggregate into aligned parallel stripes that are perpendicular to the flow direction. After the cessation of flow, the parallel graphene stripes can be frozen by decreasing the temperature to below the glass-transition temperature of PP. Such plastic films with the ordered parallel graphene stripes display significant anisotropy in conductivity because of the superior electrical properties of graphene. The electrical resistivity in the direction vertical to the graphene stripes is almost four orders of magnitude higher than that in the horizontal direction. This novel technique, designated as the shear-flow-induced self-assembly, offers a simple but effective route for the formation of larger ordered architectures from various functional nano-objects.

In this letter, graphene (GE) was functionalized by octadecylamine to improve its compatibility with the polymer matrix. Two steps are involved to fabricate the anisotropic thin film with parallel GE stripes, as illustrated in Scheme 1. In the first step, the PP/SEBS/GE composites were prepared by solution-blending, which was followed by compression molding into plate-shapes. Both GE and SEBS were uniformly distributed in the PP matrix, as illustrated in Scheme 1a. In the second step, the hot-pressed plate of the PP/SEBS/GE composite was placed on a Linkam CSS450 shear stage and heated to 280 °C. An Olympus BX-51 optical microscope that was coupled to a digital video camera was used to observe the evolution of the morphology during the shearing process. After shearing at the proper gap and shear rate, the GE nanosheets started to organize themselves, first into microscale assemblies (Scheme 1b) and finally into the parallel stripes (Scheme 1c) that were perpendicular to the direction of the shear flow. Subsequently, the plastic thin film with the well-ordered parallel GE stripes was obtained after the flow ceased and the film temperature was lowered to room temperature.

In Figure 1, we present a series of optical micrographs to elucidate the formation and evolution of the well-ordered parallel GE stripes under shear flow. During the shearing process, the gap between the two disks of the shear stage is fixed at 250 μm, and the shear rate is fixed at 0.15 s⁻¹. The temperature remains constant at 280 °C. Figure 1a shows the initial state of the PP/SEBS/GE composites. Under the microscope, this sample is black and opaque to light, which implies that the GE nanosheets are uniformly distributed in the polymer matrix. Graphene is functionalized by octadecylamine, such that the long nonpolar octadecyl chains graft onto the GE surface. This hydrophobic property causes GE to disperse uniformly in the polymer matrix without agglomeration. After 30 min of shearing, GE and SEBS start to aggregate into short assemblies that are randomly distributed in PP matrix, as shown in Figure 1b. By further increasing the shear time, the short assemblies aggregate into larger assemblies (Figure 1c) until they finally form the well-ordered parallel GE stripes that are aligned perpendicular to the shear flow (Figure 1d). For a full
understanding of the formation mechanism of the GE stripes, we give a video showing the dynamic process of the growth of the GE stripes (Movie S1, Supporting Information). After stopping the shear flow and cooling the sample to room temperature, we have successfully fabricated the plastic thin film with significant anisotropy. Figure 1e,f presents the optical micrographs of the resulting thin film at room temperature under different magnifications. The ordered parallel GE stripes remain unchanged after the cessation of shear flow and the subsequent cooling process. These GE stripes are composed of GE and SEBS aggregates, which are \( \sim 150 \mu m \) wide and have an average length of 2.36 mm. The length distribution of the shear-induced GE stripes is given in the Supporting Information (Figure S1). In addition, the regions outside the GE stripes are very transparent, thereby indicating that almost all of the GE nanosheets have assembled into the stripes.

The driving force for the formation of the structures perpendicular to the shear direction, which is the vorticity direction, was previously investigated by Montesi et al.\(^{52}\) and in our previous work.\(^{53}\) The formation of clusters or stripes perpendicular to the flow direction is attributed to the existence of negative normal stresses (\( N_I \)). The dispersed phase, which is an aggregate of GE and SEBS, is subjected to the compression effect in the flow direction by the shear flow when \( N_I < 0 \). This aggregate is also compressed in the gradient direction because of the confinement effect that is imposed by the upper and lower disks in the shear stage. Consequently, the aggregate can only grow and align along the vorticity direction, which is the direction perpendicular to the shear flow. According to this mechanism, two important factors determine the formation of parallel GE stripes along the vorticity direction. First, SEBS influences the formation of the ordered GE stripes. Small SEBS domains tend to coalesce into bigger domains under a shearing rate of 0.15 s\(^{-1}\). During the coalescence, GE nanosheets likewise integrate into the SEBS phase and form the aggregates of SEBS and GE. Therefore, SEBS functions as an "adhesive" in the buildup of GE stripes. Second, the applied shear rate is a key factor for the formation of GE stripes. The optimal shear rate for the well-ordered parallel stripes is in the range of about 0.1 to 0.2 s\(^{-1}\) when the gap is fixed at 250 \( \mu m \). This phenomenon may be ascribed to the \( N_I \), which is negative only within this range of shear rate.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were utilized to visualize the internal structure of the GE stripes in the PP/SEBS/GE film. In Figure 2a,b, we present the SEM images of the fractured surfaces of the GE stripes in the obtained plastic thin film. From the fractured surface images, these stripes are found to be cylinders embedded in the PP thin film. The diameters of the stripes are roughly equal to the film thickness. Moreover, these cylinders that are composed of the SEBS and GE nanosheets are comparatively loose as compared with the PP matrix. The dispersion and distribution of GE nanosheets inside the GE/SEBS cylinders were further examined by TEM technique. From the TEM images (Figure 2c,d), it is clear that the GE nanosheets are enriched and randomly distributed in the SEBS phase after the shear induction. Considering the high conductivity of GE, we predict that the resulting thin film with the well-ordered parallel GE stripes will display significant anisotropy in conductivity. To confirm this prediction, we obtained the respective electrical resistivities of the film in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the stripes from the current versus voltage (\( I-V \)) measurements. The results are presented in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows a schematic of the \( I-V \) measurement, wherein the Au electrodes are patterned on top of the film. From Figure 3b, the \( I-V \) curve that was measured in the direction parallel to the GE stripes (curve 1 in Figure 3b) exhibits linear Ohmic behavior, thereby indicating that the conductive pathway is formed in this direction because of the GE aggregation inside the stripes. In the direction perpendicular to the stripes (curve 2 in Figure 3b), however, insulating behavior is observed from the measured curve. According to the \( I-V \) curves, the determined electrical resistivity parallel to the GE stripes is \( \sim 3.5 \times 10^7 \Omega \, m \), which is in the range of semiconductors. However, the electrical resistivity perpendicular to the stripes is \( \sim 5.0 \times 10^9 \Omega \, m \), which is almost four orders of magnitude higher than that of the values parallel to the stripes. We also measure the \( I-V \) curve of the PP/SEBS/GE film before the shearing-induced assembly (curve 3 in Figure 3b). On the basis of the corresponding optical image shown in Figure 2a, the GE nanosheets are known to be uniformly distributed in the polymer matrix before shearing and the film is isotropic. Similarly, the composite exhibits insulating behavior with an electrical resistivity of \( \sim 7.4 \times 10^8 \Omega \, m \). This result implies that the GE content (1.5 wt %) is lower than its percolation threshold in PP.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the self-assembly of GE nanosheets into well-ordered parallel stripes that are perpendicular to the shear direction in a polymer matrix under the shear field. The self-assembly is a spontaneous process driven by the external shear field. The alignment of GE stripes causes the obtained plastic thin film to display highly conductive anisotropy; that is, the electrical resistivity in the direction parallel to the GE stripes is almost four orders of magnitude lower than that which is perpendicular to the stripes. This result indicates that whereas the shear-induced structures are in a metastable state the shear field still can be a promising tool to the design of multifunctional anisotropic materials.

Figure 2. SEM and TEM images of the assembled GE stripes composed of GE and SEBS in the anisotropic thin film that was obtained after the shear-induced assembly. SEM images (a,b) are taken from the fractured surface perpendicular to the film plane. (b) Partially enlarged images of panel a. The black arrows in panel b point to GE nanosheets. TEM images (c,d) are the cross-section view by microtome sectioning perpendicular to the GE stripes.
which offers an alternative to most of the commonly used magnetic-field-induced assembly, especially for the assembly of nonmagnetic nano-objects. Moreover, this approach should work on most nano-objects to the fabrication of multifunctional anisotropic plastic materials of interest in various fields.

II EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Materials. PP (140) was supplied by Jilin Petrochemical (China). The average molecular weight ($M_w$) is $7.74 \times 10^4$ g mol$^{-1}$, and the polydispersity index ($M_w/M_n$) is 5.47, respectively. Styrene-ethylene/butadiene-styrene triblock copolymer (SEBS, Kraton G1652; $M_w$: ca. 45 000 g mol$^{-1}$; styrene content: ca. 29 wt %) was obtained from the Shell Development. In the current study, GE was obtained by modifying graphene oxide with octadecylamine and then reducing it with hydroquinone. The detailed information for the synthesis and characterization of GE was previously reported.36

Preparation of PP/SEBS/GE Composites. PP/SEBS/GE composites were prepared by solution blending. The weight ratio of PP to SEBS was 9:1, and the loading content of GE was fixed at 1.5 wt % in the composites. First, the desired amount of PP and SEBS was dissolved in toluene at 130 °C under constant stirring. The predetermined amount of GE was dispersed in toluene (0.5 mg mL$^{-1}$) and exfoliated by bath sonication (KQ3200DE, 150 W) at room temperature for 1 h. The suspension of GE was then combined with the PP/SEBS solution and heated to 130 °C for 3 h with mechanical stirring. Finally, the solution was slowly added to a large volume of acetone to coagulate the composites with vigorous stirring. The precipitate was filtered and dried in vacuum at 80 °C for 24 h. The dried product was hot-pressed into 0.8 mm thick plates that were 25 mm in diameter at ca. 200 °C and ca. 10 MPa for 10 min.

Fabrication of PP/SEBS/GE Anisotropic Conductive Film. The PP/SEBS/GE anisotropic conductive film was prepared by employing a Linkam CSS 450 stage equipped with an Olympus BX-51 optical microscope. The microscopic structures during the shear process were visualized in this manner. The sample was held in the gap between the two quartz disks and was sheared by rotating the bottom disk using a precise motor while the top disk remained stationary. The internal surfaces of the quartz disks were covered with the thin polyimide films to prevent adhesion of the PP/SEBS/GE composites to the quartz disks. The experiments were performed at (280 ± 1) °C. The gap was fixed at 250 μm, and the applied shear rate was kept constant at 0.15 s$^{-1}$. After shearing for ~45 min, GE that was distributed in the matrix was aggregated into the ordered parallel stripes. Thereafter, this ordered structure was maintained by decreasing the stage temperature. The resulting anisotropic thin film was peeled from the polyimide film at room temperature.

Thin Film Characterization. To explore the structure and morphology of the thin film, we examined the sample by SEM using an XL30 ESEM (FEG, Micro FEI PHILIPS) at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. The thin film was first fractured in liquid nitrogen and then sputter-coated with a thin layer of gold to prepare the samples for SEM. The presented image was obtained from the fractured surface that was perpendicular to the film plane. TEM was also used to characterize the internal structure of GE stripes. The GE stripes were embedded in epoxy resin (Epon); then, the thin sections of about 50 nm thickness of the resin sample were obtained at a temperature of −80 °C using a microtome (LEICA ULTRACUT MR-E, 057) equipped with a glass knife. TEM measurements were performed on a JEOL JEM-1011 transmission electron microscope operated at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV.

To characterize the current versus voltage ($I-V$) curves, we sputtered gold electrodes (2.0 mm × 0.5 mm) onto the film with a spacing of 1.5 mm in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the GE stripes. Two-point-probe measurements were performed to obtain the $I-V$ curves using a computer-controlled Keithely 4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer at room temperature. The same procedures were performed for the $I-V$ measurements of the film before the shear-induced self-assembly.
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